2020 ASAA/FIRST NATIONAL BANK ALASKA TENNIS STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

MIXED DOUBLES

Coulter/Yu   WST

9:30am       (1) Coulter/Yu   WST
Short Set    4-2  4-1
Neal/Kondrak WV

11:30am      (3) Coulter/Yu   WST
Svoboda/Wright   CLN
9:30am   (2) Griffin/Jameson   STH
Short Set    4-2  4-1

4:30pm      (6) Coulter/Yu   WST
Griffin/Jameson   STH
Champion
6-3  6-3

Neal/Kondrak WV
2:30pm       (5) Neal/Kondrak WV
Loser 3
Griffin/Jameson   STH
Loser 1
2:30pm
Neal/Kondrak WV
Short Set    1-4  5-3  10-3

11:30am   (4) Neal/Kondrak WV
Short Set    4-0  4-2
Svoboda/Wright   CLN
Loser 2